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At the Intersection of Memory Loss and Community Creativity: The Deindustrialization of the 

former Railway Workshops in Point St. Charles  

 

Introduction: 

« Non a la gentrification! «  are the words spray-painted onto a wall of the former Canadian 

National Railways Pattern Shop in Point St. Charles, Quebec.   

We are as a society now disconnected from the industrial life that was predominant in 

Canadian cities until the mid part of the 20th century.  Because of this, there is a loss of 

knowledge about what exactly this means.  As noted in the illuminating research report entitled 

The Deindustrialization of Our Senses:  

“What was once a dominant culture of industrialism in Montreal has become residual: 

but it is a spatially uneven process. Residual working-class neighbourhoods like Point 

Saint-Charles are culturally under siege by a now triumphant post-industrial sensibility. 

Sites and sounds of the industrial Point, barring a few, have been re placed by a post-

industrial gentrified silence and the vestiges of the industrial past that continue to exist 

have become sites of contestation reflecting a larger politics of visibility and invisibility 

in the deindustrialised world. What is slowly and unevenly « displaced to the periphery 

» are, therefore, not just the industrial sites but also the industrial way of life.   

A soundscape is an acoustic field that is defined by different kinds of sounds found in a 

particular place.  Mills and factories, along with trains and canal boats, are « sound 

anchors » to area residents, what historian Mark M. Smith calls « acoustic identifiers of 

community ».   

For someone who is curious, there are four layers of industrial history that can still be identified 

at the site of the former Point St Charles railway workshops.  The first layer is now mostly 

disappeared. It dates from the 1850s to 1875, when the Grand Trunk Railway first got started as 

a company.  The second layer dates from just after a devastating 1875 fire, and runs until 1923, 

covering the peak of the GTR’s activities as a dominant railway company. The third layer covers 

the period from 1923 until the 1990s, when CNR was the dominant employer here.  The fourth 

layer covers a much shorter time, from the mid 1990s to about 2006, when the site used by a 

subsidiary of CN, followed by the French railway manufacturing company called Alstom.  With 

industry gone, the site has been in flux for the past 12 years, moving towards a future that 

hopes to tap into community innovation and creativity. 

 Original Remaining Structures: 

The site of the former workshops has never been fixed; instead it has seen almost constant 

change, as ever new industrial innovations were discovered to improve the functionality of 

railway cars and locomotives.  By looking at the various sets of aerial photographs, we can see 
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many more buildings and many more tracks were built under the watch of Canadian National 

between 1920 and 1960.  Old Grand Trunk structures were demolished and buried unde r new, 

even bigger structures; more land was put to use as it was reclaimed from the St. Lawrence 

River.  Today, the remaining structures date mostly from the 1920s, with exception of one 

building, which dates from 1899. 

In 2008, a Heritage Montreal heritage report provided a handy diagrammatic site plan, as seen 

here in figure 1i:  

 

FIGURE 1, Plan of Site of Former CN workshops at Point Saint Charles 

In September 2020, when I visited the site, I took some photographs of what remains.  The site 

is massive, and so are the remaining buildings. As follows are a few examples of what I saw:  

The largest building was the Locomotive erecting shop, which is still standing. This building 

takes up a lot of space on the site, and is a long rectangular building.  Heritage Montreal 

deemed this building to be of high heritage value in 2009ii.   

       

FIGURE 2: View of former CNR locomotive erecting shops, Point Saint Charles, September 2020, 

photographs by Andrew Elliott 

On the south side of the locomotive shops was the Central Heating Plant and boiler, which are 

still standing.  These were also deemed by Heritage Montreal  to have a high heritage value.   
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FIGURE 3: View of former boiler and central heating plant for CNR shops, Point Saint Charles, 

September 2020, photograph by Andrew Elliott 

Paralleling the locomotive shops to the north, and perhaps what was once the second largest 

building, was the Passenger Shops. This structure has now been demolished, and replaced with 

a new building.  Next door was the Special passenger shops, and they too are now gone.   

The foundry and the wheel shop, the central buildings on the site, are still standing, and were 

considered of high heritage value 10 years ago.  The foundry currently houses a car dealership 

known as Carrosserie Groupe Gravel, the wheel shop houses a car repair shop, known as Fix 

Auto Centre Ville.  

Nothing is left of the original GTR buildings except for the administration building, which is built 

in a classical revival style and designed by noted architect Edward Maxwell. 

 

Caption: Front façade of former Grand Trunk Railway Administration Building, Point St. Charles, 

September 2020, photograph by Andrew Elliott 

The pattern shop, which is now the only building remaining on the south side of the site, is still 

standing and is undergoing restoration by Collectif a Nous. 
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FIGURE 4: Front of former CNR Pattern Shop (now Batiment 7), Point Saint Charles, September 

2020, photograph by Andrew Elliott 

The  Montreal business sketches with a description of the city of Montreal from 1864 provides 

us with excellent descriptions of what these early GTR shops would have looked like iii.   

As originally laid out in the late 1850s, the GTR workshops area had 20 buildings, incl uding two 

cruciform engine houses of twelve stalls each (three stalls in each bay) with turntables 

completely roofed over.  There was also a stone locomotive erecting shop, a brick fitting shop 

and a brick stores and office building flanking the erecting shop:  “a capacious cut-stone 

structure known as the erecting shop, and sometimes spoken of as the “hospital." It also had a 

brick car-building factory, and wood car repair shop: “contains six tracks, and is so long that it 

can accommodate twelve cars on each track, or seventy-two in all”. The entire site was 

illuminated by seven hundred gas lights, and through the 1860s and 1870s, the GTR spent 

thousands of dollars on improvements to its machines.  

 

 

FIGURE 5: Grand Trunk Railway Locomotive Erecting Shops, interior, ca. 1860, MIKAN 3200519, 

Library and Archives Canada 

The remains of some of the original structures were discovered in recent archeological digs, 

conducted by architectural historian Jean Belisle and others. As noted in their report  :  
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 the structures on the site were originally built on a precise north, south, east, west axis;  

 portions of the original turntables were discovered (including the locomotive repair 

shop and its roundhouse.  The locomotive repair shop was a stone cruciform building, 

built between 1853 and 1856 );   

 the bases of structures (including the rotunda, foundries, workshops forge, locomotive 

assembly and manufacturing workshops for wheels) dating from the 1850siv.   

Belisle and his colleagues have done some intriguing computer modelling that has been able to 

reconstruct what the original structures looked like, with the idea to have these redone as a 

scale model for a possible museum. 

 

FIGURE 6: Aerial view of C.N.R. Point St. Charles shops, 1930, MIKAN 3402295, a037501-v6, 

Library and Archives Canada 

The archival record: Records of Point St. Charles Shops at Library and Archives Canada: 

Here is what you can find in the Canadian National Railway fonds (RG30) at LAC: 

 Architectural drawings and cartographic material located in sub-series: 5316570 : 

Architectural drawings and profile plans of Point St. Charles shops and rail yards.v   
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 within the CN photo collection, numerous interior photos of the rebuilt CN shops from 

the 1920s and 1930 and numerous photos of the passenger shops 5300146 R231-4015-

0-E C.N.R. Point St. Charles Main Shops and Coach Yards.vi  

Here are some examples of archival material found at Library and Archives Canada:  

Architectural Drawings: 

 

Figure 7: Copies of architectural plans (front and side elevations) of the Grand Trunk Railway 

administrative building  (at left, as envisioned by architect Edward Maxwell and at right, as 

built) at Point St. Charles, ca. 1899, MIKAN 5316570, items 18 and 21, Library and Archives 

Canada 

 

Figure 8: Copy of architectural drawing of proposed alterations and additions to Stores 

Buildings, Point St. Charles, MIKAN 2141176, e010689836, Library and Archives Canada.  
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Photographs 

 

Figure 9: Interior of old Grand Trunk Locomotive Erecting Shops prior to upgrading by CNR, ca. 

early 1920s, MIKAN 3348625, e010861287-v8 

Credit: Canadian National Railways/Library and Archives Canada/ e010861287, copyright: 

expired) 
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Figure 10: Hoisting a 6100 locomotive, CNR locomotive erecting shops, Point St. Charles, 1929, 

MIKAN 3348631, e010861345-v8  

(Credit: Canadian National Railways/Library and Archives Canada/e010861345, copyright: 

expired) 

 

  

Figure 11:  An aerial view of the CNR shops, N.D., MIKAN 3575611  

(Credit: Canadian National Railways / Library and Archives Canada / PA-203036. Copyright: 

Expired) 
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FIGURE 12: Point St Charles CNR Passenger shops, Centre Bay, N.D, MIKAN 3575613,  

(Credit: Canadian National Railways / Library and Archives Canada / PA-203038, Copyright: 

expired) 

 

FIGURE 13: Point St Charles CNR Passenger shops, Centre Bay, N.D, MIKAN 3575618, (Credit: 

Canadian National Railways / Library and Archives Canada / PA-203043, Copyright Expired) 
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FIGURE 14: Point St Charles CNR Passenger shops, showing CNR coaches, N.D, MIKAN 5383723, 

(Credit: Canadian National Railways / Library and Archives Canada, copyright expired)  

Present and Future Innovations: 

If the site is filled with many layers of history, and the ghosts of past workers, then it is equally 

filled with the echoes of recent struggles to shape the present and future destiny.  Numerous 

groups with varying, perhaps sometimes contradictory goals for what the future of the area 

should be. The current main owner, Groupe Mach bought the entire 35-hectare site in 2006 

from CN for one dollar (!). Since then, the company has undertaken soil reclamation, 

demolished some existing buildings, built new condominiums, and has had various large -scale 

business schemes, most which have been successfully stopped by the local community.  Under 

the subsidiary company name Les Cours Point St. Charles, Groupe Mach appears to lease the 

main part of the site to two at least two other private companies: a car repair shop and the 

Montreal Grande movie studios.   

One public owner is the STM, the Montreal public transportation organization, and it owns 

what remains of the former passenger shop (that portion being expropriated from Groupe 

Mach’s holdings).  The other public organizations are grassroots social activist and arts 

organizations.  One is known as Collectif 7 a nous; the other is called Quartier Ephemere. 

Collectif a nous espouses grassroots activism and artistic expression; Quartier Ephemere – long 

established - is more mainstream in outlook, but supports artists and educates the public on 

contemporary art, 

From 2008 to 2011, both community groups advocated for control over the former CN pattern 

shop, a large and somewhat dilapidated one and half storey building that covers 90,000 square 
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feet.  Groupe Mach finally agreed to decontaminate the land, but it took six years to do so 

before it handed over the building to the local community.  

Local citizens had a brave utopian vision. The building would be used and designed by and for 

the local community and it would offer artistic, cultural, social and political services and 

activities. In the original concept, the structure would be divided equally among the two 

citizens groups.  Collectif a nous started work on the front half of the building, and named it 

Batiment7.  

The former pattern shop, like the other remaining buildings on the site, is functionalist in 

design.  Yet even though it was built as an industrial building, the original architect still left 

room for enough ornamentation to make it beautiful.  It was in a dilapidated state when in 

2017 came into public hands.  However, a public awareness campaign caught the attention of 

the National Trust’s This Place Matters campaign; and municipal and provincial governments 

were then persuaded to provide an extraordinary 2.2 million dollars to begin rehabilitation.  

After two years of renovations, in 2019 The City of Montreal, in partnership with Heritage 

Montreal and the Government of Quebec, awarded its Grand Prix to Collectif 7 à nous in the 

“Acting together” category for the rehabilitation of Batiment7.   

The former pattern shop, like the other remaining buildings on the site, is functionalist in 

design.  The restoration of the front half of the former pattern shop is impressive.  In addition, 

Collectif a nous have managed to bring in a mixture of tenant businesses (13 so far), most 

supporting various artistic trades. There is also a partnership with the Concordia Office of 

Community Engagement to develop more community-based projects.  The front third is 

completed with some shops; the back two thirds are still being renovated, slowly. There is 

already a lovely public garden next to the structure.  Quartier Ephemre envisions artist studios 

as well as a multi-purpose room, international studios, and a café and bookshop.    What I hope 

is that they might use this building to explain some of the history of the site as it relates to the 

neighbourhood.  This would help tie the building to the community’s collective history. vii 

Two collective organizations have created the beginnings of a locally developed artistic hub. 

The project has the potential to enliven the larger Point St. Charles community, and to allow for 

new creativity to thrive. 

 

 

 

Conclusion: 

So here we are, at the intersection of memory loss and new creativity.  There have been 

ephemeral losses, such as the gradual loss of the historical soundscape, as well as more 

concrete losses to the built industrial environment.viii This place has been teetering on the cusp 
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of amnesia, with only a couple of ties to the community that originally supported it.  Yet, 

despite this impression, there also appears to be a new and encouraging wave of innovation 

and entrepreneurship just about to arrive.  New businesses have been introduced to the 

renovated portion of Batiment7.  With the prospect of further renovations, the introduction of 

additional businesses, artistic and other cultural groups to the rest of this space, it is anticipated 

that this will draw people from the local and wider community here.  It is hoped that this will 

mean this will be new focal point for long-term creativity and historical commemoration. 
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